Frequency and consistency analysis permit a differentiation of channelling effects dependent on geostrophic and surface wind directions for the valley-like mountain basin "Baar" in southwest Germany. During the day, dynamically forced and thermally driven channelling effects are evident, whereas during the night, thermally driven and pressure-induced channelling effects predominate. As a result, quasi-periodic variations of surface wind directions occur daily. The greatest consistency of these wind directions appear during the daytime in connection with forced channelling effects and during the night as a result of thermally driven channelling.
Introduction
In mountainous regions with complex topography, the knowledge of regularly occurring circulation and stability conditions as well as their relationship to the upper airflow, is of great importance for the forecast of pollution and frost episodes. Data analyses and model calculations have shown that the following mechanisms determine the surface wind directions in complex terrains as a result of interaction effects between geostrophic and surface wind fields:
-Mechanisms which at light upper wind speeds are generally thermally driven, resulting in surface wind directions following the alignment of topography, e.g. plateau-mountain wind systems; mountain-valley wind systems and slope wind systems (WHITEMAN, 2000, p. 172) -Mechanisms which are driven by near-surface valley oriented components of the synoptic pressure field in wide valleys with shallow side walls, particularly at neutrally to stable stratification, resulting in surface wind directions following the alignment of topography (GROSSand WIPPERMANN et al., 1987) -Mechanisms which enforce predominantly dynamically forced along-valley channelling and deflection in Corresponding author: Prof. Dr. Dieter Klaus, University of Bonn, Institute of Geography, Meckenheimer Allee 166, 53115 Bonn, Germany, e-mail: Klaus@giub.uni-bonn.de relation to the geostrophic flow, particularly at neutral to stable stratification, resulting in surface wind directions following the alignment of topography (WHITEMAN et al., 1993) -Mechanisms which at unstable stratification are preferentially driven from the upper level by the transport of horizontal momentum, resulting in surface wind directions almost independent of the topography (BOSSERT et al., 1994) The effects of these mechanisms can overlap and interact. As a result, the determination of causal reasons for regularly occurring surface wind systems requires statistical analyses of highly resolvable surface and upper air data. Relatively few studies of this kind are available (WIPPERMANN, 1984; WHITEMAN et al., 1993) . In this investigation, the effects of the above mentioned mechanisms on the surface wind field in the Baar is analysed on the basis of hourly wind and temperature data for the years 1996-1999.
Study region, data and average airflow conditions
The Baar basin is aligned valley-like along an axis of . The height of the basin floor slopes in a northsoutherly direction from 720 m to less than 680 m (Fig. 1a) and is crested by the mountain ranges of the Black Forest in the west by 400 m, and by the Swabian 
